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CONTENT WARNING: story contains fantasies of self harm, politics (abortion) 
 

A Matryoshka doll, this one. An image itself redolent with the exact sort of curdled 
matriarchal overtones that make this one land so hard. Every layer is true, every layer is a 
valid read of the horror baked into this piece on the cellular level. But every layer is like 
glimpsing a feral child on a leash from a moving car. A flash of teeth and blood, a sudden 
realization that the world outside your perception is just that. Outside. And your perception 
only goes so far. 

So many horrors wrapped up in one. The most palatable of course is the most alien. As the 
Pet Shop Boys once sang, it couldn’t happen here. Children as feral, flexed muscles of pure 
life. Fecund and redolent and hungry for red meat. Like zombie uprisings, it’s frightening 
because it happens in places we recognize. The world ends down the corner shop. The pub 
empties out abominations into the street. The shopping mall becomes a magnet for the 
half-remembered, half alive shadows that used to wander its halls. They’re coming to get 
you, Barbara, and you know who they are. 

Then there’s the quietly terrifying idea that a situation like this could arise and people would 
just...deal. A few more restrictions, a few more public information films than we might like but 
in the end everything stays much the same. Or at least that’s what we tell ourselves as 
society quietly noses over and begins a quiet, polite controlled flight into terrain. Chelsea 
Cain and team’s flawed but interesting Man Eaters does the same thing. The needle returns 
to the start of the song, we all sing along like before and we try and fail to not notice that 
there are fewer of us every time the chorus comes back around. 

Then there’s the mundanity of it. The sort of thing I read as inherently English, that well 
dressed mildly snippy politeness that so many of use rather than feeling an emotion or taking 
an action. The doctor who is thoroughly annoyed at the lead’s terror at what is functionally a 
death sentence. The dead eyed parents with their children on leashes. The off hand blame 
culture that we have now, here, today. The only difference is a higher body count. Or 
perhaps a more visible one. 

And then there are the two ideas this story orbits. The first is that women are violated and 
killed at the basest level imaginable and by and large, they’re blamed. It’s never said out 
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loud but it never needs to be. It’s her fault. Capital H. It always, always is as far as these 
people are concerned. Watch what you dress, watch what tattoos you show, don’t be 
offended when someone gives you some free, polite advice. Or compliments you on how 
you look. Or follows you home. 

Here’s the full version of that Margaret Attwood quote you’re probably thinking of: 

"Why do men feel threatened by women?" I asked a male friend of mine. (I love that 
wonderful rhetorical device, ‘a male friend of mine’. It's often used by female 

journalists when they want to say something particularly bitchy but don't want to be 
held responsible for it themselves. It also lets people know that you do have male 
friends, that you aren't one of those fire-breathing mythical monsters, The Radical 
Feminists, who walk around with little pairs of scissors and kick men in the shins if 

they open doors for you.  

‘A male friend of mine’ also gives — let us admit it — a certain weight to 
the opinions expressed.) So this male friend of mine, who does by the way exist, 

conveniently entered into the following dialogue. "I mean," I said, "men are bigger, 
most of the time, they can run faster, strangle better, and they have on the average a 

lot more money and power." "They're afraid women will laugh at them," he said. 
"Undercut their world view."  

Then I asked some women students in a quickie poetry seminar I was giving, "Why 
do women feel threatened by men?" "They're afraid of being killed," they said. 

 

And in this world, they’re killed by their own offspring, by the act of reproduction, by the 
healthcare professionals who are supposed to look after them. And we tolerate it when we 
should recoil. We endure anything as long as someone else is doing the enduring or we’re 
told it’s for the greater good. 

Sometimes, almost all of the time, the braver option is not to say ‘this is fine’. The braver 
option is to yell that the bar is burning down and we should all do something. That’s why the 
ending here gives me hope. It’s not happy, not by any means. But it’s a damn good start. 
Unsettling, honest, clear eyed work. Thank you both. 
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